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ABSTRACT:
Electronic level alignment at the interface between an adsorbed molecular layer and a semiconducting substrate determines the activity and efficiency of many photocatalytic materials. Standard density functional theory (DFT) based methods have proven unable to provide a quantitative description of this level alignment. This requires a proper treatment of the anisotropic screening, necessitating the use of quasiparticle (QP) techniques. However, the computational complexity of QP algorithms has meant a quantitative description of interfacial levels has remained elusive. We provide a systematic study of a prototypical interface, bare and methanol covered rutile TiO 2 (110) surfaces, to determine the type of manybody theory required to obtain an accurate description of the level alignment. This is accomplished via a direct comparison with metastable impact electron spectroscopy (MIES), ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and two-photon photoemission (2PP) spectra. We consider GGA DFT, hybrid DFT and G 0 W 0 , scQPGW 1, scQPGW 0 , and scQPGW QP calculations. Our results demonstrate that G 0 W 0 , or our recently introduced scQPGW 1 approach, are required to obtain the correct alignment of both highest occupied and lowest unoccupied interfacial molecular levels (HOMO/LUMO). These calculations set a new standard in the interpretation of electronic structure probe experiments of complex organic molecule-semiconductor interfaces.
∎ INTRODUCTION
Describing the level alignment in photocatalytic materials is a fundamental first step in their development into technology. This requires a quantitative description of the levels associated with the interface between a solid semiconductor and an adsorbed organic molecule. The alignment of the frontier highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO/LUMO) with the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) of the semiconducting substrate controls the interfacial electron transfer. 1,2 Such electron transfer is necessary for a system to be photocatalytically active. For a theoretical technique to be robust for describing the interface, ideally, it would reproduce the electronic and optical band gaps, along with the optical spectra of the bulk material. Further, the alignment of the VBM and CBM of the bare surface would be reproduced. These requirements could then be used to justify the use of a theoretical technique for an interfacial system. Only by reproducing the measured level alignment may we provide a robust theoretical interpretation.
The accurate description of level alignment requires techniques which incorporate the spatial dependence of the electron-electron correlation. This is especially important for the interface, as it includes both the vacuum and the bulk substrate. For unoccupied levels located in the vacuum above the surface there is little to no electronic screening. This is already described by the bare Hartree term within standard density functional theory (DFT). For unoccupied levels located within a semiconducting substrate, electronic screening can be quite significant. This can be described by a constant screening of the Hartree-Fock exact-exchange term, as done via the fraction of exact-exchange included within hybrid DFT exchange and correlation (xc)-functionals. 3 However, for unoccupied interfacial levels, with weight in both the vacuum and substrate, the screening is intermediate and spatially heterogeneous. This anisotropy of the electron-electron correlation can be described using many-body quasiparticle (QP) techniques. [4] [5] [6] This anisotropic screening is even more important for the levels of a molecular monolayer (ML) on a semiconducting substrate, e.g. image states 7 or wet electron levels. 8 Despite its importance, computations of interfacial levels employing QP techniques are scarce. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] This is mainly due to the difficulty in carrying out QP calculations on atomistic models with hundreds of atoms, as they are computationally prohibitive. Here, we apply QP techniques to the accurate computation of the inter- face between rutile TiO 2 (110) and methanol. Methanol is chosen for its important applications in photocatalysis (direct photocatalytic dissociation, 14, 15 hydrogen formation, 16 photo-oxidation to formaldehyde 17 or methyl formate 18, 19 ) and photoelectrocatalysis (as a sacrificial agent 20 in oxidative dehydrogenation of water 21, 22 ). Viewed from a theoretical perspective, methanol on TiO 2 (110) represents one of the "simplest" and computationally feasible systems for applying QP GW calculations to an entire interface. 8, 9 Many studies have probed the electronic structure and photocatalytic activity of methanol on the single crystal rutile TiO 2 (110) surface under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions. Experimentalists have employed a full arsenal of techniques, such as ultraviolet, X-ray, and two photon photoemission spectroscopy (UPS, XPS, and 2PP), 14, 19, [23] [24] [25] Figure 1 ) systems. These are based on DFT calculations using either a local density approximation (LDA), 35 generalized gradient approximation (PBE) 36 or hybrid (HSE) 37 xc-functional.
For the interface, the HSE G 0 W 0 results of the present study are compared with those we reported previously in refs. 8 and 38. Through this detailed comparison, our aim is to demonstrate not only which techniques provide the best description of the level alignment, but also why. To accomplish this, we directly compare with: (1) the dielectric function probed by optical reflectivity 39 and ellipsometry 40 experiments for the bulk; (2) the work function probed by metastable impact electron spectroscopy (MIES) 41 for the surface; and (3) the occupied molecular levels probed by UPS 23 experiments and the unoccupied molecular levels probed by 2PP 14, 24, 42, 43 experiments for the interface.
It is the alignment of these molecular levels with the VBM and CBM which controls the photocatalytic activity of the interface. However, for titania it is rather difficult for a single technique to describe the electronic and optical band gaps, optical spectra, and surface work function (i.e. VBM and CBM relative to the vacuum level) simultaneously. We will show that a mixture of several techniques is necessary to obtain a complete description of the level alignment of titania bulk, surface, and interfacial systems.
∎ METHODOLOGY
We begin by providing a brief description of the various QP techniques in Section 2.1. The specific computational parameters employed for bulk, surface, and interface systems are then listed in Section 2.2. Finally, in Section 2.3 we describe how energy references are obtained from the experimental data.
2.1. Theoretical Methods. The QP G 0 W 0 approach involves the single-shot correction of the DFT eigenvalues by the self energy Σ = iGW , where G is the Green's function and W is the screening. 4 W is obtained from the dielectric function, based on the Kohn-Sham wavefunctions. 5 This is calculated using linear response time-dependent DFT within the random phase approximation (RPA), including local field effects. 30 Although one obtains a first-order approximation to the QP eigenvalues within G 0 W 0 , this technique provides no information on how screening affects the energy of the vacuum level, Evac, and the spatial distribution of the wavefunctions, i.e. the QP wavefunctions. For image potential levels and wet electron levels the QP wavefunctions are qualitatively different from their Kohn-Sham counterparts, 7 motivating the use of self-consistent GW techniques.
In the self-consistent procedure we use, [31] [32] [33] the QP wavefunctions at each iteration are obtained by diagonalizing the Hermitian part of the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices in the basis of the previous step's wavefunctions. Here, we denote this methodology by "scQPGW " as opposed to "scGW ". This is to provide a clear distinction from self-consistent GW calculations where the full Hamiltonian is diagonalized. 44 At the scQPGW level, self-consistent GW calculations are performed until full self consistency is obtained for the QP eigenvalues. 33, 34 This method has been found to significantly overestimate band gaps for most materials. 33 The scQPGW 0 technique has been proposed to partly remedy scQPGW 's tendency to overestimate band gaps. 33, 34 In scQPGW 0 the screening W is fixed to that obtained within RPA based on the Kohn-Sham wavefunctions, i.e. W 0 . This is justified by the fact that DFT typically yields reliable dielectric constants. 34 In fact, the overestimation of band gaps by self-consistent GW calculations has recently been attributed to the neglect of the lattice polarization contribution to the screening of the electron-electron interaction. 45 This effect has been shown to always reduce the band gap, and is particularly significant for polar materials such as TiO 2 . Overall, the good performance of G 0 W 0 is attributable to "a partial cancellation of errors: the underestimation of the band gap opening is compensated by the neglect of the band gap shrinkage due to the lattice polarization", as stated in ref. 45 . For this reason, we have recently introduced the scQPGW 1 approach. 8 The self energy corrections must be applied in small fractions to obtain a smooth convergence of the QP wavefunctions during the self-consistent cycle. At each step, the eigenvalues and wavefunctions are computed and updated for the subsequent step. This means one may choose to stop the self-consistent procedure once a full portion of QP self energy has been introduced. At this point the xc-potential has been completely replaced by self energy. 51 We used either a localized density approximation (LDA) 35 (bulk), generalized gradient approximation (PBE) 36 (surface/interface) or a range separated hybrid functional (HSE) 37 (surface/interface) for the xc-functional. 52 In particular,
we use the HSE06 variant, with a screening parameter of µ = 0.2 Å −1 , of the HSE hybrid xc-functional, which includes 25% exact-exchange. 37 The 53, 54 Here we used a 7 × 7 × 11 k-point mesh, a h ≈ 0.2 Å grid spacing, an energy cutoff for the number of G-vectors for representing the response function of 100 eV, and 73 sampling points for the RPA dielectric function.
The scQPGW 1 calculations for bulk rutile TiO 2 are based on DFT calculations performed using the LDA 35 and HSE 37 xcfunctionals including nunocc = 12 unoccupied bands per atom.
For the BSE calculations we used a denser Γ-centered 8 × 8 × 12 k-point mesh and 480 sampling points for the RPA dielectric function. We included nunocc = 12 unoccupied bands per atom for the G 0 W 0 calculation, and included transitions between 12 occupied and 16 unoccupied bands in the BSE calculation. The electronic density and wave functions were also calculated with an increasing number of unoccupied bands per atom, nunocc = 22 2 3, 38 2 For the interface, the workfunction is strongly dependent on the structure of the adsorbing CH 3 OH ML, i.e. ∆φ ∼ 0.9 eV. 29 Moreover, the VBM is the most reliable theoretical reference. For these reasons, we have aligned the experimental UPS and 2PP spectra for the interface to the VBM. This is done by adding the value for the Fermi level relative to the VBM, i.e., ε F ≈ −0.1 + 3.3 = 3.2 eV. In this way we are able to directly compare the methanol occupied and unoccupied densities of states we calculate with the UPS and 2PP spectra.
∎ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For a theoretical technique to be robust for describing interfacial level alignment, it would ideally reproduce the electronic properties of the bulk material and bare surface. With these ideas in mind, we discuss in Section 3.1 the convergence of the electronic and optical band gap, along with the optical spectra, for bulk rutile TiO 2 .
Based on these results, we compare the performance of various QP techniques for describing the VBM and CBM level alignment for the bare TiO 2 (110) surface in Section 3.2. We then show in Section 3.3 which of these techniques provide the best agreement with the UPS and 2PP spectra for a CH 3 OH ML on TiO 2 (110). Finally, in Section 3.4 we show how the QPG 0 W 0 energy corrections are correlated with the spatial distribution of the wave functions.
Electronic and Optical Band Gap of Bulk Rutile TiO 2 .
The first robustness criteria we shall consider is the electronic and optical band gap description for bulk rutile TiO 2 . This also includes a comparison between the calculated and measured optical spectra.
As shown in Figure 2 , to obtain a reasonable convergence of the direct and indirect band gaps for bulk TiO 2 requires about nunocc ≈ 76 unoccupied bands per atom. The convergence with the number of unoccupied bands is quite well described by a simple exponential fit, i.e. E∞ + α exp(−nunocc β ). From this we obtain the asymptotic limits of 3.72 eV and 3.81 eV for the direct and indirect gap, respectively. Figure 3 shows the convergence of the total density of states (DOS) with respect to the cumulative sum of portions of self energy introduced self-consistently with the QP LDA and HSE scQPGW calculations. The upper ticks in Figure 3 is Egap ≈ 4.18 eV, in agreement with the LDA scQPGW results of ref. 32 . This is related to the starting-point independence of the scQPGW procedure.
The indirect band gap is significantly underestimated for both LDA and HSE bulk scQPGW calculations. We attribute this to the lack of hermiticity of the Hamiltonian for these k-points. This problem is more significant for LDA than HSE scQPGW calculations. We suggest this is because HSE DFT is closer to converged scQPGW than LDA DFT. Since the CBM levels which make up the indirect band gap are not present in a four layer slab model, these difficulties for the scQPGW method are not observed for the bare and CH 3 OH covered TiO 2 (110) surfaces.
G 0 W 0 with a converged number of bands significantly overestimates the experimental band gap of 3.3 ± 0.5 eV, 61 although it is still within the upper limit of the experimental error. We attribute this overestimation of the electronic band gap to the neglect of lattice polarization contributions within the screening. This is expected to be quite important for polar materials such as titania. The success of G 0 W 0 for describing the electronic band gaps of polar materials is partly due to a cancellation of errors. 3 Performing GW self-consistently increases the G 0 W 0 electronic gap, while including lattice polarization within the screening significantly decreases the electronic gap back to the G 0 W 0 value. However, for titania the contribution of lattice polarization within the dielectric function is so significant that the electronic gap is already overestimated at the G 0 W 0 level. Including lattice polarization contributions within the screening requires a self-consistent GW calculation, and is not currently available. Instead, we have employed a semi-empirical approach.
As shown in Figure 2 , the number of bands employed in previous calculations [46] [47] [48] is significantly smaller than that required to fully converge a G 0 W 0 calculation. Taking the number of bands to be a "tuning" parameter, we have used a reduced number of unoccupied bands within the BSE calculation shown in Figure 4 . We find 12 unoccupied levels per atom yields a QP energy gap of 3.32 eV, in quantitative agreement with the experimental band gap of 3.3 ± 0.5 eV. 61 These G 0 W 0 results have been used in the BSE Figure 5 . VBM and CBM energies, ε VBM and ε CBM , in eV for a bare TiO 2 (110) surface relative to the vacuum level Evac from DFT, G 0 W 0 , scQPGW 1, scQPGW , scQPGW 0 , and scQPGW TCTC using PBE and HSE xc-functionals. Gray regions denote VBM and CBM energies derived from the experimental results as discussed in Section 2.3.
to calculate the optical absorption spectrum. Figure 4 shows the imaginary and real parts of the dielectric function of bulk rutile TiO 2 for polarization perpendicular and parallel to the tetragonal axis c. This is calculated from the BSE while the experimental results are obtained from optical reflectivity 39 and ellipsometry 40 measurements at room temperature. The BSE results are in excellent agreement with experiment in both directions: the onsets, the intensities, the main peaks around 4 eV, the line shapes, the macroscopic dielectric function R[ε(ω = 0)], and the plasmon frequencies ωp (i.e. where R[ε(ωp)] = 0) are all well reproduced. Further, our G 0 W 0 and BSE calculations for bulk rutile TiO 2 agree with those reported previously. [46] [47] [48] Overall, the success of this semi-empirical approach for the bulk is demonstrated by reproducing the electronic and optical band gaps along with the optical spectrum. Given the success of this strategy for the bulk, we apply a similarly reduced number of unoccupied bands per atom for our calculations of the surface and interface. Specifically, we perform QP calculations with nunocc = 9 1 3 and 9 1 6 per atom for the bare and CH 3 OH covered TiO 2 (110) surfaces, respectively. In this way, we expect to obtain an improved description of the titania level alignment at a significantly reduced computational cost.
Level Alignment for Bare Rutile TiO 2 (110).
The second robustness criteria we shall consider is the alignment of the VBM and CBM for the bare TiO 2 (110) surface. The VBM and CBM alignment from DFT, G 0 W 0 , scQPGW 1, scQPGW , scQPGW 0 , and scQPGW TCTC calculations using PBE and HSE xc-functionals is shown in Figure 5 . These results are compared with the experimental references for the VBM and CBM discussed in Section 2.3. As shown in Figure 5 , the computed electronic band gap for bulk rutile TiO 2 is significantly smaller than that obtained from a TiO 2 (110) four layer slab model. Overall, we find all selfconsistent QP techniques describe the VBM level alignment consistently with experiment. This agrees with the improved description of molecular vertical ionization potentials obtained with selfconsistent GW . 44 The band gap overestimation by self-consistent QP techniques is mostly reflected in an overestimation of the CBM energy. For G 0 W 0 calculations the vacuum level is not accessible, so the alignment is relative to the DFT vacuum level. This lack of a well defined vacuum level negatively impacts the absolute energy DFT based on the HSE xc-functional (HSE DFT) reproduces the VBM and CBM to within 0.2 eV. The VBM of TiO 2 (110) is composed of interior O 2p levels, while the CBM is composed of interior Ti 3d levels. As both the VBM and CBM are located within the bulk, a correct energy alignment of these levels requires an accurate description of electron-electron correlation within the bulk. HSE correlation is basically a constant screening, i.e. an optical dielectric constant of ε∞ ∼ 4, of the Hartree-Fock exactexchange term. 3 This provides an improved description for bulk rutile TiO 2 , for which the measured optical dielectric constants are ε∞,a = 6.84 and ε∞,c = 8.43 along the a-axis and c-axis, respectively. 62 For this reason, HSE works well for the VBM and CBM energy alignment. Note the RPA optical dielectric constants (ε∞,a ≈ 7.83 and ε∞,c ≈ 9.38) 63 provide a better description than HSE of the anisotropic screening in bulk rutile TiO 2 . Since these anisotropies in the screening are still rather small for the bulk, HSE works reasonably well for the bare TiO 2 (110) surface. However, for the interfacial levels of a CH 3 OH ML on TiO 2 (110), the anisotropies in the screening are quite important, as we will discuss in Section 3.3. Figure 6 shows the convergence of the DOS with respect to the cumulative sum of portions of self energy introduced selfconsistently with the QP PBE scQPGW 0 , PBE scQPGW , and HSE scQPGW calculations. From the DFT results, shown to the left of each panel, as the DFT xc-potential is replaced by the self energy Σ, the gap between occupied and unoccupied levels is increased monotonically. Most of the correction to the electronic band gap is already introduced at the scQPGW 1 level, i.e. when a total of one full "portion" of self energy has been included within the self-consistent cycles. Note that the oscillations observed for HSE scQPGW are related to the use of a larger step size when introducing the portions of self energy.
The QP energy corrections for the occupied levels mimic those of the VBM. Similarly the corrections for the unoccupied levels with weight in the bulk mimic those of the CBM. Altogether, this suggests that in the absence of defects, the screening of bulk levels is rather homogeneous for the bare surface. This means a constant dielectric screening of the Hartree-Fock exact-exchange term may be sufficient to describe the electron-electron correlation for the surface. This is exactly what is accomplished by hybrid xc-functionals such as HSE. This explains the near quantitative agreement for the level alignment with HSE DFT, shown in Figure 5 . However, unoccupied levels with a significant weight in the vacuum, i.e. vacuum levels, undergo quite small QP energy corrections. This is clearly seen from the flat profiles at ε ≳ 1 eV above Evac. This is because there is no electronic screening for vacuum levels, so that the bare Hartree term of standard DFT already describes the electron-electron correlation quite well.
Comparing the PBE scQPGW 0 and scQPGW results of Figure 6 (a) and (b), we see that by fixing the screening to that obtained from DFT, we reach self-consistency earlier, and the opening of the band gap is significantly reduced. Moreover, Figure 6 (b) and (c) clearly show the fully converged scQPGW DOS is independent of the xcfunctional (PBE or HSE) used at the DFT level. Using HSE at the DFT level one reaches self-consistency much earlier, and using larger steps than with PBE. Altogether, HSE and HSE G 0 W 0 are closer to scQPGW than PBE and PBE G 0 W 0 .
As a further check, we show in Figure 7 the convergence with number of unoccupied bands of the PBE G 0 W 0 VBM and CBM energies relative to the DFT vacuum level. We find the ionization potentials and electron affinities for the bare TiO 2 (110) surface increase (∼ 0.4 eV) with the number of unoccupied bands included in the G 0 W 0 calculation. However, the calculated band gap for the four and eight layer surfaces are already converged for nunocc = 9 1 3. For four layers with nunocc = 9 1 3, Egap ≈ 4.26 eV compared to 4.22 eV in the asymptotic limit. When the number of layers is increased from four to eight, we obtain the bulk band gap for nunocc = 76 of 3.72 eV. Although the eight layer slab model provides an improved description of the bulk TiO 2 band gap, a four layer model should be sufficient to describe the interfacial level alignment. This is because the interfacial levels are located primarily within the first few layers of the surface. 8, 9, 38 The number of bands required to converge the band gap for the bare TiO 2 (110) surface is much smaller than that needed for bulk rutile TiO 2 . This may be due to the different nature of the unoccupied levels being added in G 0 W 0 calculations for the bulk (e.g. Rydberg levels) and the bare surface (e.g. vacuum levels). Overall, we find that the VBM of the bare TiO 2 (110) surface is described in a consistent manner with experiment by most of the QP techniques considered herein. This is important because the workfunction for methanol covered surfaces is strongly dependent on the structure of the interface. Moreover, the VBM is the most reliable reference from a theoretical perspective. For these reasons, in Section 3.3 we carry out the level alignment relative to the VBM. Furthermore, this has the advantage of obtaining convergence of the electronic structure with as few as nine unoccupied bands per atom.
Level Alignment for a CH 3 OH ML on TiO 2 (110).
In Sections 3.1 and 3.2 we discussed the performance of the various QP techniques for describing level alignment with homogeneous screening, i.e., pristine bulk rutile TiO 2 and the bare TiO 2 (110) surface. We now consider the performance of the same QP techniques for the alignment of interfacial levels undergoing anisotropic screening, i.e., the CH 3 OH ML on TiO 2 (110) interface shown in Figure 1 . Specifically, in Figure 8 , we compare the CH 3 OH PDOS and Wet DOS computed with PBE DFT, HSE DFT, PBE G 0 W 0 , HSE G 0 W 0 , PBE scQPGW 1, PBE scQPGW , and PBE scQPGW 0 , with UPS and 2PP spectra for a CH 3 OH ML on TiO 2 (110).
UPS experiments 23 have probed the occupied molecular levels for the CH 3 OH ML on TiO 2 (110) interface. As shown in ref. 8 and depicted in Figure 9 , the higher energy occupied molecular levels (HOMOs) are composed of non-bonding O 2p orbitals of the CH 3 OH molecules, with some C-H σ and Ti 3d character. We have previously shown 8 that the highest energy peak in the UPS, at ε UPS peak ≈ −1.55 eV relative to the VBM, is due to these HOMO levels.
Likewise 2PP experiments 14, 24, 25 have probed the unoccupied molecular levels for the CH 3 OH ML on TiO 2 (110) interface. As shown in ref. 8 and depicted in Figure 9 , these unoccupied molecular levels have a primarily two dimensional (2D) σ * character associated with the methanol C-H bond, with weight above the H atoms outside the molecular layer (brown regions). 24 We have previously shown 8 that it is these "Wet electron" levels 25 of intact (i.e., undissociated) CH 3 OH MLs on TiO 2 (110), which give the intense experimental peak, at ε 2PP peak ≈ 5.58 eV relative to the VBM, in the 2PP spectrum 42 shown in Figure 8 . . Methanol monolayer on TiO 2 (110) HOMO (green isosurfaces) and LUMO Wet (black contour plots) average density in the xy-plane, 8 versus distance z in Å from the center of the TiO 2 substrate at Γ as obtained from HSE DFT, 64 PBE DFT, 65 PBE scQPGW 1, 65 and PBE scQPGW . 64 TiO 2 bulk, CH 3 OH molecular layer, and vacuum are depicted by grey, brown, and white regions, respectively. H, C, O, and Ti atoms are represented by white, grey, red, and silver balls, respectively.
As shown in Figure 9 , the Wet electron levels are delocalized within the molecular plane with weight inside and above the molecular layer. This means they may be screened based on their density averaged over the xy-plane. Specifically, they may be identified as the unoccupied levels with more than half their weight between the bridging O atom of the surface and 5 Å above the top of the molecular layer. It is these levels which are included in the Wet DOS of Figure 8 .
On the one hand, DFT underbinds the HOMO levels, which give the highest energy peak in UPS. In particular, we find the PBE HOMO levels are closer to the VBM (∆ε UPS ≈ +0.79 eV) than those of HSE (∆ε UPS ≈ +0.65 eV). On the other hand, PBE overbinds the unoccupied Wet levels (∆ε 2PP ≈ −0.62 eV) while HSE underbinds them (∆ε 2PP ≈ +0.79 eV).
Just as PBE underestimates the electronic band gap of the substrate, it also underestimates the CH 3 OH HOMO-LUMO energy gap, although to a much smaller extent. HSE provides an excellent description of the electronic properties of the substrate as described in Section 3.2. However, it applies the same screening to all the levels regardless of their nature. More precisely, HSE applies a homogeneous screening, via the macroscopic dielectric constant 3 (ε∞ ∼ 4), throughout the unit cell. This fails to describe the anisotropic screening felt by the molecular levels at the interface. As a result, the unoccupied molecular Wet levels are underbound by HSE. This means HSE is an inappropriate method for molecular/semiconductor interfaces. Instead, QP techniques, where anisotropic screening is calculated directly, should provide a better description of interfacial levels. The PBE DFT results shown in Figure 8 differ qualitatively from PBE G 0 W 0 . G 0 W 0 shifts the PBE energies of the empty levels up and the occupied molecular levels down, giving near-quantitative agreement with the 2PP and UPS results (∆ε UPS ≈ +0.26 eV, ∆ε 2PP ≈ +0.10 eV). As will be shown in Section 3.4, this improved alignment for the interfacial molecular levels is due to a proper description of the anisotropic screening at the interface. Although at the G 0 W 0 level the vacuum level and wavefunctions are not directly available, the character of the actual and QP wavefunctions is reflected in the experimental spectra and can be inferred from the calculated G 0 W 0 PDOS. For example, the HOMO peak in the G 0 W 0 PDOS is broadened with respect to the PBE one, in better agreement with experiment ( Figure 8 ). Figures 5 and 6 . This is because the QP shifts for bulk, molecular, and vacuum levels are qualitatively different. We will provide a more detailed description in Section 3.4 of the physical origin and nature of the G 0 W 0 QP shifts. To maintain the accurate PBE G 0 W 0 description of the spectra while also describing the vacuum level and QP wavefunctions via the self-consistent GW procedure, we recently introduced the scQPGW 1 approach. 8 The PBE scQPGW 1 spectra shown in Figure 8 agree even better than PBE G 0 W 0 with the UPS and 2PP measurements (∆ε UPS ≈ −0.15 eV, ∆ε 2PP ≈ +0.04 eV). This suggests that the scQPGW 1 QP wavefunction may be more representative of the actual wavefunction.
As shown in Figure 8 , scQPGW significantly underbinds the CBM and Wet electron level energies (∆ε 2PP ≈ +0.95 eV), and overbinds the occupied molecular level energies (∆ε UPS ≈ −0.78 eV). Better agreement is obtained from scQPGW 0 , which improves the description of the unoccupied levels (∆ε 2PP ≈ +0.33 eV), but not the occupied molecular levels (∆ε UPS ≈ −0.75 eV). Although scQPGW 0 reduces the scQPGW band gap by ∼ 0.6 eV, the occupied levels have similar energies to scQPGW . Figure 10 shows the convergence of the CH 3 OH PDOS and Wet DOS with respect to the cumulative sum of portions of self energy introduced self-consistently with the QP PBE scQPGW 0 and PBE scQPGW calculations. As for the bare TiO 2 (110) surface, most of the correction to the electronic band gap is already introduced at the scQPGW 1 level, i.e. when a total of one full "portion" of self energy has been included within the self-consistent cycles. scQPGW 0 provides a reduced band gap and upshifts the occupied CH 3 OH PDOS and downshifts the WET DOS relative to scQPGW . Note that the oscillations observed for scQPGW 0 are related to the use of a larger step size when introducing the portions of self energy. The QP corrections of the occupied molecular levels follow those of the HOMO levels, with a steeper descent than the VBM. This is qualitatively different from the occupied bulk levels, which follow the VBM. The same behaviour was shown in Figure 6 for the occupied bulk levels of the bare TiO 2 (110) surface.
The QP corrections of the Wet electron levels follow the LUMO Wet . These corrections are qualitatively different from those of the CBM and have a much "flatter" energy profile. In particular the LUMO Wet energy profile's slope is in between those of the CBM and vacuum levels. These differences in slope are a direct consequence of the anisotropic screening at the interface. In Section 3.4 we will show the G 0 W 0 QP corrections are directly correlated with the spacial distribution of the wavefunction.
Overall, we find PBE G 0 W 0 and PBE scQPGW 1 provide the correct level alignment for methanol on TiO 2 (110), while PBE, HSE, HSE G 0 W 0 , PBE scQPGW , and PBE scQPGW 0 deviate from the UPS or 2PP spectra. At a qualitative level, we find the HOMO energies provide an instructive ordering with decreasing energy of the QP methods: PBE > HSE > PBE G 0 W 0 > HSE G 0 W 0 > PBE scQPGW 1 > PBE scQPGW 0 > PBE scQPGW . The Wet electron energies provide a similar ordering with increasing energy for PBE based QP methods: PBE < PBE G 0 W 0 < PBE scQPGW 1 < PBE scQPGW 0 < HSE G 0 W 0 ≲ HSE DFT ≲ PBE scQPGW . As HSE provides the same homogeneous screening to the Wet electron levels and the unoccupied bulk levels, the HSE DFT and HSE G 0 W 0 Wet levels are already quite close to the PBE scQPGW results. This reflects both the starting point independence of scQPGW and that HSE provides an electronic structure which is closer to scQPGW than that from PBE.
Next we show how this ordering of the QP techniques is reflected in the spatial distribution of the HOMO wavefunctions shown in Figure 9 . The particular HOMO level we consider is the highest energy orbital with ≳ 30% of its weight on the atomic orbitals of the molecule. As shown in Figure 9 , for HSE and PBE DFT this HOMO level is mostly localized on the methanol molecule closer to the surface, i.e., atop the Ti coordinately unsaturated site (cus). 8 For scQPGW 1, the HOMO becomes hybridized with the three-fold coordinated oxygen atoms at the surface and the other methanol molecule. For scQPGW , the weight of the HOMO level is shifted to the other methanol molecule. This reflects both a reordering of the levels, and an increase in hybridization with the bulk levels from the self-consistent QP techniques.
In Figure 9 we also consider how the LUMO Wet wavefunction changes with the level of theory employed. In general, we find the LUMO Wet level becomes increasingly delocalized into the vacuum as one successively moves from PBE to HSE, scQPGW 1, and finally scQPGW . By comparing Figures 8 and 9 , a correlation is clearly evident between the weight of the LUMO Wet in the vacuum and its energy. Namely, a greater weight of the wavefunction in the vacuum corresponds to a higher peak energy for the Wet DOS. This may be understood as a gradual alignment of the Wet DOS with the vacuum level as the levels become increasingly vacuum like.
At the same time the LUMO Wet wavefunction also becomes increasingly hybridized with the bulk, with HSE being most similar to scQPGW in this respect. Overall, the LUMO Wet levels change from being molecular levels with σ * character, to increasingly image potential-like vacuum levels at the QP level, as found previously for insulator surfaces. 
Analysis of the QP Corrections for a CH 3 OH ML on
TiO 2 (110). In Section 3.3 we showed that a proper description of anisotropic screening is necessary to describe level alignment at an interface. Following the analysis of ref. 8, we find the QP G 0 W 0 energy corrections may be directly related to the spatial distribution of the wavefunctions. Figure 11 shows that the QP G 0 W 0 energy shifts for (a) PBE and (b) HSE unoccupied levels are proportional to the fraction of the wavefunction within the bulk or molecular layer, i.e., slab, f slab , (gray and brown regions in Figure 9) . Similarly, Figure 11 shows that the QP G 0 W 0 energy shifts for (c) PBE and (d) HSE occupied levels are proportional to the fraction of the wavefunction within the molecular layer, f mol , (brown region in Figure 9 ).
For the unoccupied levels, we find for PBE the QP energy shifts are greater for bulk levels than HSE. This is as expected, since a significant portion of the screening is already included within the HSE xc-functional, resulting in a better CBM energy. For vacuum levels there is a small QP shift towards stronger binding with PBE, and essentially no QP shift with HSE. This is because the bare Hartree interaction already describes electron-electron correlation quite well for vacuum levels. Note that the LUMO Wet level (red open circles in Figure 11 (a) and (b)) have nearly equal weights in the slab and vacuum ( f slab ∼ 0.4). This implies the screening felt by these levels is significantly anisotropic. This explains why QP G 0 W 0 is needed to properly describe the 2PP spectra.
As shown in Figure 11 (c) and (d), the occupied levels follow two different correlations based on their nature. The TiO 2 O 2p level are labelled according to ref. 66 . The first correlation includes the weaker bound levels, i.e., the VBM, O 2pπ , and methanol HOMO levels. The second correlation includes more strongly bound levels, i.e., the O 2pσ , HOMO−1, . . ., HOMO−4 levels. The correlation is orbital dependent because it is easier to screen σ orbitals, which are located between the atoms, than π orbitals, which are out of plane. 8 For the occupied bulk levels, we find the QP energy shifts for PBE are almost negligible, while these levels have a significant QP energy shift to weaker binding for HSE. In particular, the HSE VBM is shifted up by about 0.6 eV. This is consistent with what was shown for the bare TiO 2 (110) surface in Figure 5 . As with the LUMO Wet level, we find the HOMO level (red open circles in Figure 11 (c) and (d) ) also have nearly equal weights in the molecular and bulk regions ( f mol ∼ 0.5). This implies the screening felt by these levels is also significantly anisotropic. This explains why QP G 0 W 0 is needed to properly describe the UPS spectra. Altogether, these results underline the importance of a proper QP treatment of the anisotropic screening at an interface for the a correct description of interfacial level alignment.
∎ CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that anisotropic screening is an essential component in determining level alignment of photocatalytically active interfacial systems. A proper treatment of the anisotropic screening necessitates the use of QP techniques.
For the CH 3 OH ML on TiO 2 (110) interface, PBE scQPGW 1 is the most accurate technique for reproducing the electronic band gap and the HOMO and LUMO Wet level alignment. In scQPGW 1 the xc-potential is entirely replaced by a full portion of self energy during the self-consistent QP procedure. For this reason, the QP energy shifts are quite similar to G 0 W 0 . Moreover, scQPGW 1 gives one access to the QP wavefunctions and vacuum level, which are lacking in G 0 W 0 . Based on the work of Marques et al., we attribute the excellent performance of PBE G 0 W 0 and scQPGW 1 to a cancellation of opposite contributions. Specifically, the band gap opening of a fully converged scQPGW calculation is counterbalanced by the band gap reduction due to the lattice polarization contribution to the dielectric function. 3 The latter contribution is especially important for polar materials such as TiO 2 .
On the one hand, the HSE G 0 W 0 results for the CH 3 OH ML on TiO 2 (110) interface are closer to the scQPGW than PBE G 0 W 0 . This means that we do not have this fortuitous error cancellation for the band gap. On the other hand, HSE DFT works well when the screening felt by the wavefunctions is nearly homogeneous. We have shown that this is the case for the VBM and CBM level alignment relative to the vacuum for the bare TiO 2 (110). In particular, HSE is able to reproduce the MIES work function.
Finally we have demonstrated that the G 0 W 0 QP energy corrections for both PBE and HSE are directly related to the spatial distribution of the wavefunction. Altogether, these calculations provide a new benchmark for the interpretation of MIES, UPS, and 2PP experiments of complex organic molecule-semiconductor interfaces.
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